COVID-19 Response

✓ **Operation Warp Speed:** Co-led unprecedented whole-of-government effort to expedite the development and distribution of a vaccine, by providing personnel, acquisitions, logistics and over $1.5B of DoD CARES ACT funding in FY20.

✓ **Medical Equipment:** Together with HHS, DoD doubled the capacity of the N-95 mask industry from 70M to over 140M. DoD also provided 20M masks, over 7M test swabs, and almost 1,000 ventilators to federal agencies.

✓ **Personnel:** Over 60,000 service members contributed to response efforts in all 50 states and Washington DC.

✓ **Airlift:** Conducted the largest peacetime airlift in 70 years, returning Americans from overseas and deploying millions of pieces of protective equipment to frontline healthcare workers.

✓ **International Support:** Provided over $145M of assistance to 139 countries. Delivered 55 field hospitals, 145 ventilators, 18 isolation pods and diagnostic lab equipment to partners and allies.

Supporting Service Members and their Families

✓ **Pay:** Over the past three years, service members received annual basic pay increases of up to 3.1%, the highest in a decade.

✓ **Family:** Provided up to $1,000 of reimbursable expenses for military spouse re-licensure upon reassignment, established 12 weeks of paid parental leave for federal workers, and strengthened support to Gold Star families.

✓ **Diversity and Inclusion:** Established a new board to improve racial and ethnic diversity and inclusion in the U.S. military, which culminated in 15 recommended actions for immediate implementation.

Under the Trump administration, the Department of Defense has achieved unprecedented success in protecting the United States by rebuilding our military, supporting our brave men and women in uniform, and reclaiming our Nation’s role as leader on the world stage.
2018 National Defense Strategy

✓ First defense strategy published in a decade. Supported the Trump Administration’s National Security Strategy by restoring America’s competitive edge through technological innovation, and deterring Russia and China.
✓ Significantly reduced number of service members in Iraq, Syria, Afghanistan, and Somalia, and directed a more resource-sustainable approach around the world.

Invest in Military Strength

✓ Space Force: Established the first new military Service in over 70 years and supported the first U.S. manned launches since 2011.
✓ Navy: Grew fleet from 275 to 296 ships and cut public shipyard maintenance delays in half.
✓ Air Force: Delivered our 500th F-35 and reduced the cost by 26%. Funded a $64B effort to replace aging aircraft across the fighter, bomber, helicopter, and trainer fleets.
✓ Army: After inheriting the smallest Army since WWII, increased size by over 10,000 to provide highly talented soldiers to meet our Nation’s call.
✓ Marines: Confronted rising threats in the Indo-Pacific by establishing Camp Blaz in Guam, the first new Marine base in nearly 70 years.
✓ Emerging Technologies: Submitted largest research and development budget request in history of $106.6B in order to modernize the force. Included investments of $23.9B for hypersonics, microelectronics/5G, autonomy, artificial intelligence, cyber, and directed energy.
✓ Reform: Identified over $5B in defense-wide savings for reinvestment in lethality and military readiness. Completed a Department-wide financial statement audit in FY20 for the third consecutive year, and developed an unprecedented source for business data analytics to drive future reforms.

Border Defense

✓ Southwest Border: Completed 434 miles of border wall construction to protect Americans, with an additional 30 miles expected by mid-January 2021.
✓ Counternarcotics: Supported U.S. and international law enforcement in seizing nearly 900 metric tons ($24B) of illicit drugs heading for the United States.
✓ Migration Crisis: DoD assisted U.S. Customs and Border Protection in the mass migration crisis that peaked in May 2019.

Counterterrorism

✓ ISIS and Al-Qaida: Destroyed the physical ISIS caliphate and killed nearly 8,000 ISIS fighters including ISIS leader Abu Bakr al-Baghdadi. Killed the son of Usama bin Ladin and eliminated other leaders of al-Qaida in Afghanistan, Yemen, and across Africa.
✓ Hostage Rescue: Rescued 23 Americans from terrorist and criminal organizations.
✓ Counter-Iran: Killed Qasem Soleimani, the head of the Islamic Revolutionary Guard Corps-Quds Force and a U.S.-designated Foreign Terrorist Organization, who was responsible for the death of hundreds of American soldiers.

Partners and Allies

✓ NATO Spending: NATO members increased their military spending by more than $130B with 10 allies reaching the goal of 2% GDP defense spending.
✓ Abraham Accords: Normalized relations between Israel and a growing number of Arab countries. Established the United States as a security partner of choice in the region, increasing foreign military sales by up to $23B.
✓ Indo-Pacific: Re-aligned DoD priorities toward the Indo-Pacific region, including a stronger relationship with India, a reduction in the U.S. forces in Afghanistan in support of peace negotiations, and a stronger stance against North Korea.

Nuclear Modernization and Missile Defense

✓ Nuclear Posture and Missile Defense Reviews: Conducted the first Nuclear Posture Review in a decade. Along with the Missile Defense Review, these efforts address the increasingly dangerous security environment posed by our adversaries.
✓ Nuclear Triad: Fully funded the Triad, including the replacement for the aging Minuteman III missile system to ensure effective nuclear deterrence through 2075 and beyond.
✓ Homeland Missile Defense: Strengthened protection of the homeland from rogue state nuclear threats. Funded additional defensive capabilities and successfully tested DoD’s ability to intercept and destroy a threat-representative Intercontinental Ballistic Missile target with defensive capabilities.